
Pure Sole Hoof Products Frequently Asked Questions 
If you need more information, send us an email  

through our contact form.  

Q. Which product is best for my horse? 

A. Please refer to our "Which Product Do I Need?” usage chart which is located on 
the Shop Now page.  

Q. What is the difference between the Hoof Mud and Hoof Wax? 

A. The Hoof Mud was specifically created for thrush, seedy toe, mild cracks, and 
mild hoof wall separation, while the Wax wax formulated to provide healing and 
structural support for more severe hoof wall separation and cracks. 

(1) The Mud is a bentonite clay based product that is infused with anti-microbial 
fighting herbs and essential oils, as well as coconut oil, olive oil, apple cider 
vinegar, and zinc oxide. The clay base is the ‘vehicle’ for the active 
ingredients to adhere to and penetrate the hoof wall. The Mud is NOT a 
permanent product and was not created to be a ‘packing’ material. It is 
equally effective when applied as a thin layer vs a pack. Like a liquid thrush 
spray product, you apply it, the active ingredients start to work and it will 
eventually no longer be seen on the hoof sole. In areas such as the central 
sulcus and collateral grooves you may see The Mud for several days, but on 
the hoof sole, it will disappear as the horse moves about. The difference 
between Pure Sole Products and others is that even if you don’t see The Mud 
you will smell it working as our product has a strong herbal smell due to the 
essential oil and herb content. It is safe to use under shoes, pads, and glue-
ons, and is equally effective for barefoot horses.  

(2) The Wax is a beeswax based product infused with anti-microbial fighting 
essential oils. It was originally created for professional use to provide 
structural support and healing in areas such as white line, deep hoof wall 
separation, cracks, and nail holes. It is a malleable product and requires a 
knife or hoof pick to ‘scoop’ out of the tin. The Wax is semi-permanent if 
applied correctly and can easily be removed. It is safe to use under shoes, 
pads, and glue-ons, and is equally effective for barefoot horses.  



Q. Is The Mud a packing material?  

A. The Mud was created to be ‘spread’ onto the hoof sole, not packed. The 
consistency is similar to a thick cream cheese and is easily spread onto the hoof 
sole and pushed into all cracks and crevices. While it can be packed into the 
central sulcus and collateral grooves, a thin layer is equally effective. Many horse 
owners apply the product too thickly assuming more is better, but that’s not the 
case. A little goes a long way. 

Q. Will The Mud stick to my horses sole?  

A. Nothing sticks quite like clay to a hoof sole! Which is why we chose bentonite 
clay as the base for Pure Sole Hoof Mud. And like regular mud/clay it will dry up 
and/or wear off. The Mud is the ‘vehicle’ for the active ingredients to penetrate 
the hoof sole and go to work. We chose a clay base vs a liquid because we felt it 
lasts longer, is more effective, and can be used for targeted spot treatments. 
Unless the hoof is wet/soggy and needs an overall application, most Mud users 
are targeting specific areas of infection.  

Q. I applied The Mud last night and don’t see it in the morning?  

A. Since The Mud is not a semi-permanent product or a packing material, it is 
unlikely you will see it on the hoof sole the next day or even after a long ride. 
You may still see it in areas that do not touch the ground such as the collateral 
grooves or central sulcus. BUT you will smell it working long after the 
application. When you pick the hoof you will notice that the ‘stench’ of thrush is 
less noticeable or gone, the frog is looking firmer, and the hoof smells like a 
good Italian restaurant. Many of our active ingredients are fragrant essential oils 
such as Oregano, Rosemary, and Eucalyptus. Trimmer and farriers who use the 
products tell us that they can still smell the product when next working on the 
hoof.  We chose to use bentonite clay versus a liquid base (spray) as the ‘vehicle’ 
to deliver our formulation of essential oils and herbs that work in tandem to 
combat fungal and bacterial infections.  

Q. Wow The Mud smells strong! How much should I use? 



A. Pure Sole Hoof Mud is highly concentrated and a little goes a long way. It 
was created to be spread on the hoof sole and in all areas of infection, not 
packed. While many horse owners use it as a pack, a thin layer of the 
mud is as effective as packing it in. And yes, our product has a strong 
herbal smell due to our use of essential oils and herbs instead of 
chemicals to fight hoof sole infections. The best part is that even if you 
don’t see the product the next day, you will still smell it working. We 
recommend that you start with a clean, freshly picked hoof, scoop out a 
nickel size ball of mud and work it/spread it into all affected parts of the 
hoof sole.  

Q. Can I apply The Mud when the hoof is wet?  

A. While a dry sole is preferred for application, The Mud was created to help 
soggy hooves during the California wet season stay healthy despite weeks 
and weeks of mud. When it’s wet and the ground is not drying out, use 
The Mud daily when you pick the hoof. Even if the horse is put right back 
out in a muddy paddock or pasture The Mud is flush up against the hoof 
sole and is working. If you are hosing off legs and hooves, apply The Mud 
after you are finished.  

Q. Do I need to use a boot on my barefoot horse with The Mud? 

A. No boot is needed for The Mud to be effective with barefoot horses. Start 
with a clean hoof and spread The Mud onto the hoof sole/central sulcus/
collateral grooves being sure to push deeply into all cracks and crevices. 
While dirt and bedding may adhere to where you’ve applied The Mud, it is 
still flush up against the affected areas and is working hard to eradicate 
infections.  

Q. Why is my container 3/4 full and the mud looks ‘tight’? 

A. When we say our product is 100% natural we mean it. This translates to 
no chemical fillers, preservatives, or thickening agents. Because of this 



The Mud can take on different shapes when shipped. Bentonite clay is 
prone to compression so during transit if the box gets jostled or dropped 
the mud in the container will compress. It doesn’t mean you have less 
product, it’s just denser than when it was packed into its container. This is 
not a problem for use! Just give it a few pokes and it’s ready to be spread 
on your horse’s hoof.  Compression does not mean the mud has dried out, 
it has simply ‘tightened up’ during shipping.  

Q. My Mud looks different from my previous purchase, why is that? 

A. Ever make a cake with the same recipe and it comes out different each 
time? Well it’s the same for our mud. While we use the exact same 
formulation for each batch, using natural ingredients causes some subtle 
changes with the finished product. Some days the bentonite seems more 
absorbent, some times the Green Tea Leaf is greener than the last batch, 
and sometimes the apple cider vinegar is slightly darker than the last 
order. These subtle changes can contribute to a slightly different texture 
or color, but this does not affect the product’s efficacy.  

Q. Can I use The Wax and The Mud on the same hoof? 

A. Every hoof will have a unique and different need, which is why our hoof   
products enable targeted applications, so YES a hoof may need The Wax 
for structural support and healing in areas of white line and The Mud 
around the frog to combat thrush. 

Q. How do I use the Wax? I’ve never seen anything like it before. 

A. Our wax was originally created only for professional use. One of our tester 
farriers showed us a product he was using that was hard to apply, plus full 
of chemicals and asked if we could create something equally as effective 
but natural. Our thoughts immediately went to the healing properties of 
honey and beeswax and we decided this was the perfect ‘base’ for the 



product. We added coconut oil and essential oils to create a product that 
provides structural support and healing at the same time. To use the wax, 
scoop out a small amount with a knife or your hoof pick. Roll it in your 
fingers to warm it up and shape into the exact size you need. Then push 
into the areas of separation and spread it around. This is a semi-
permanent product that can be added to or removed at any time. The 
Wax is safe to use under shoes, pads, and glue-ons, plus is perfect for 
barefoot as well. Please view our video on using The Wax on the website.  

Q. I’m not sure I should be using The Wax. 

A. When in doubt, our motto is talk to your vet or hoof care professional. 
Show them the products or our website and ask the it’s appropriate for 
your horse. In fact, your farrier or vet might want to use The Wax on all 
her clients!  

Q. Can I use The Wax to plug and abscess hole? 

A. Again we are going to defer to your vet or hoof care professional. While 
many hoof care professionals do use The Wax for this purpose, care must 
be taken to ensure the infection is completely healed before any type of 
‘plug’ is used to seal the abscess hole.  


